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Abstract. The language operator Init(
{x : there is a y, such that xy E L} is well-known.
Replacing “there is a y, . . . ‘* by “there are infinitely many y, . . . ” a new operator Anf(L) =
{x : there are infinitely many y, such that xy E L} is obtained.
Furthermore, there are language operators, for which definitions structurally similar to those of
Init and Anf can be given.

0. Introduction
The language operator Init
= {x: there is a y, such that xy E L} is well-known.
Replacing “there is a y, . . . ” by “there are infinitely many y, . . . ” a new operator
Anf(L) = {x: there are infinitely many y, such that xy E L} is obtained.
There are common properties of Init and Anf, caused by the fact, that Init as well
as Anf pick out initial subwords of words in L, discussed in Chapter 2.
On the other hand the behaviour of Anf is quite different from that of Init, e.g.
the recursive (recursively enumerable) languages are not closed under Anf
(Chapter 3).
In Chapter 4, the definition of lnit and Anf is generalized, and the class of the
resulting operators is examined.

I. Basic Definitions
An alphabets is a finite nonempty set of symbols. C* denotes the set of all words
over 2, E+ = C* -- {E], where E denotes the empty word. For x E C* 1x1is the length
ofxandXRisthemirrorimageofx(ER=E,ul
.oa~=a,..*al).Ifa~C,then
n,(x) is the number of symbols a in x
A grammar is a quadruple G = (a, C, P, S), where @ is the alphabet of the
nontv.rzinals, C is the alphabet of the terminals, P is a finite set of rules cy+&
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byE (@ u z)+, p E (@ u C)* and S E @ is the start symbol. Derivations in G are
defined in the usual way and L(G) denotes the language generated by G.
If for all my+ p E P ICYI
s IpI, then G and L(G) are called context-sensitive. If for
all my+p E P CYE @ and p E (@ uE)*, then G and L(G) are called contextfree. If
furthermore p E BP*, then G is called a Greibach -normalform -grammar.
A finite automaton is a quintuple M = (K, 2, S,qo, F), where K is a finite
nonempty set of states, C is the input alphabet, S maps KcX2 into K, 90 E K is the
initial state and FE K is the set of final states. The language accepted by A+4is
denoted by T(M).
In this paper the following model of a Turing-nrachine is used: A Turingmachine is a sextuple T = (K, 2, r’ S, qo, F), where K is the finite set of states, C is
the input alphabet, I’ is the alphabet of tape s:-zbols, containing b (the blank
symbol). It is assumed that C E I’-(b).
6 is a partial mapping from K x r to
K x rx {L, R}, q. E K is the initial state, F E K is the set of final states.
A configuration of T is word in P%I*.
The relation t- on the set of all
configurations is defined as follows: cyt-/3 iff
0i a = uqCv, ,@= uDpv and S(q, C) = (p, D, R) or
(ii ) cy= uEqCv, /3 = upEDv and S(q, C) = (p, D, L) or
(iii ) cu=uq,p=uDpandS(q,b)=(p,D,R)or
( iv) cr=uEq,P=upEDand6(q,b)=(p,D,L)or
0v Q!= qCv, /3 =pbDv and S(q, C)= (p, D, L) or
(vi) a = q, p = pbD and S(q, 6) = (p, D, L), where u, v E P; q, p E K; C, D, E c K
& is the reflexive and transitive closure of I-. The language accepted by T is
L(T)={w

E.Z*: there are u, v Me, q E F, such that qowt%qv}.

If L cZ*, then Init(
{x: there is a y, such that xy EL}.
If L1, Lz EX”, then Ll\Lz = {x: there is a y E L1 such that yx E L2}.
For each L c C* the binary relation y on C* is defined by x r y, iff for all z E 2”
xzEL iff yzEL.
If there is no danger of confusion a language (w} is denoted by w.
All results of the theory of formal languages, which are used in this paper, can be
found in [ 11.

2. The operator Anf and some of its Properties
Definition 2.1. For each language L let Anf(L) = {x: there are infinitely many y,
such that xy E L}.

(Anf is an abbreviation of the German word Anfang (i.e. begin).)
As Init(L)
there exists a y such that xy EL}, Anf(L)c Init
always holds.
First a property of Anf is established, which is later used:
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Theorem 2.2. L is infinite if and only if Anf(L) is infinite. L is finite if and only if
Anf(L) = Pi.
Proof. Let L G C* be infinite and n 2 0 be fixed. Let L’= L nC”C*. Then L’ is
infinite. Let 9 : L’+ 6” be defined by #(xy ) = a if Ix I= n. Then 4 maps an infinite
set into a finite set. By the pigeon hole principle there is a x E X”, such that $-l(x) is
infinite, that means, that there are infinitely many y, such that xy EL’ (CL) and
therefore x E Anf(L).
Therefore, for each n 2 0 Anf(L)n C” P 0 and hence Anf(L) is infinite.
Let conversely Anf(L) be infinite and x E Anf(L). Then for infinitely many y is
xy E L and therefore L is infinite.
As for a finite L Anf(L) = 8, the second statement of the theorem is obvious.
Many language operators T are defined in the following manner: First I’(w) is
defined for all w E E*, and then T is extended to q(.C*) by T(L) = UWELT(w). The
lollowing corollary shows that Anf does not belong to this sort of operators.
Corollary 2.3. There is no word operator T, such that for aN L Anf(L) = IJwcL
T(w).
Proof. If there woulc? be such an operator T, then for all w Anf({w})= T(w)- (E
would hold. If L is infinite, then Anf(L) is infinite but UwEL T(w) = 0, which is a
contradiction.
Now sbme examples are given.
Example 2.4. Let L C_a* be infinite. Then Anf(L)= a*. (By l;‘heorem 2.2 for each
n 30 Anf(L,)na” #0.)
Example 2.5. Let L = {a “6n: n 2 0). Then Anf(L) = a*. (The word ai can be
completed to a word in I, by concatenation with each of the infinitely many WCrds
anb”+i, n a 0. Conversr:ly, a word a ‘b’ where 0 <j G i can be completed to a word
in L only by concatenation with b?)
Example 2.6. Let L = {w E {a, b}*: n,(w)= rib(w)))) Then
)* G L and therefore Anf(L) = {a, b}*.
wa “~‘“‘b”~‘“‘(ab

for each

w E {a, b}”

Example 2.7. Let L EC* an arbitrary language and c&C. Then Anf(Lc*)=
Init(L,c*). (If x E Init(Lc*), then there is a y, such that xy E k*. Then xyc” C_Lc”:
and therefore x E Anf(Lc*).)
Now some properties of Anf, concerning u, n, ,*, Init are given:
l

heorem 2.8. Anf(L1 v Lz) = Anf(L&

Anf(L2).
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Proof. Let w E Anf(Lr u L,). Then there are infinitely many y, such that wy E
Lr u Lz. Then there are infinitely many z, such that (without loss of generality)
wz E Lr, hence w E Anf(L& Anf(Ll)u Anf(L&
Let conversely (without loss of generality) be w E Anf(Lr). Then there are
infinitely many y, such that wy E Lr E L1 u LZ, hence w E Anf(L1 u L2).
Theorem 2.9. Anf(L1 A Lz) E Anf(L1) n Anf(Lz).
Proof. Let w E Anf(L1 n Lz). Then there are infinitely many y, such that wy E
L1 r\L2. AS L1 n Lz c Li, w E Anf(Li) holds for i = 1,2.
The following example shows, that equality as well as inequality can hold in
Theorem 2.3:
Example 2.10. Anf((a*)* n (a’)*~) = 0, but Anf((a*)* jn Anf((a*j*u) = a*. If
LrAL2 (=(L, - L2)u (L2- L1)) is finite, then Anf(Lr n L2)= Anf(Ll)n Anf(L2).
A relation analogous to Init(LlL2) = Init(Lr)u LJnit(L2)
following theorem:

(L; # 8) shows the

Theorem 2.11. Let L2 # 0. Then
Init(Lr)u LlAnf(L2)

if L2 is infinite

Anf(L 1)

if L2 is finite.

Anf(L1L2)=

Proof. First let L2 be infinite. Let w E Anf(LrL2). If w E Init(
then w E
Init@& L1Anf(L2). If w& Init(
then there are yr, ~2,. . . , such that WyiE LlL2
w = uiu:, U: f E,
(i = 1,2,. . . ). Hence wyi = UiVi, tii E L1, Vi E Lz. AS IV& Init(
i=l,2,....
By the pigeon hole principle there are a Ui,,(w = Uic,tiI,,, trio E Ll) and
infinitely many indices il, i2, . . . , such that ui,,vi, = wyi, = Ui,,UIoyik.AS U6yik c L2,
u:, E Anf(L2) and therefore w - ~~iOu6
E L rAnf(L2).
Let conversely be w E Init(L&J L 1 Anf(L2). If w E Init(
then there is a z, such
that wz E L1 and as zL2 is infinite and wzL2 c_L 1L2, w E Anf(LrL2) holds.
If w E LrAnf(Lz), then w = X!J,x E L1, y E Anf(L& There are infinitely many t,
such that yt E L2 and therefore wz = xyz E LrL2, Hence w E Anf(L&).
Now let L~={Q,
. . . , on } (412 1) be finite and K = maxISis, IVil. Let w E
Anf(LlL2). Then there are infinitely many y (without loss of generality 1~13 R),
such that wy E LlL2. As L2 is finite, there is a v E L.2 (pigeon hole principle), such
that infinitely many y can be written as y = tv, where wz E L1. Hence, there are
infinitely many z, such that wz E L1, therefore w E Anf(Lr).
If conversely w E Anf(Lr), then there are infinitely many y, such that wy E Lr .
Then wyu E LlL2 always holds, and therefore w E Anf&Lz).
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Theorem 2.11 does not hold for Lz = 0 (Anf(S*O) = Anf(0) = 0 f C* = Anf(S*)).
Theorem 2.12. Let L # 0 and L # (~1. Then Anf(L*) = Init(
Proof. It is only to show that Init(
Anf(L*). Let w E Init(
such that wx EL*. Let t EL and z # E. Tllen for a.11i wd
w E Anf(L*).

then there is a x,
EL*
and therefore

Cdrollary 2.13. Let L be infinite. Then Anf(L*) 2 L*Anf(L).
Proof. By Theorem
2.11 and Theorem
2.12 Anf(L*)= Anf(E u L*L)=
Anf(e)u Anf(L*L)= Init(L*)u L*Anf(L)= Anf(L*)u L*Anf(L).
A further relation between Anf and Init, as well as the idempotence law for _Anf
shows the following theorem:
Theorem 2.14. Anf(L) = Init(Anf(L)) = Anf(Init(L)) = Anf(Anf(L)).
Proof. (i) As L’ G Init
for arbitrary L’, Anf(L) c Init(Anf(L)) holds.
(ii) Let w E Init(Anf(L)), then there is a x, such that )JX E Anf(L). Then there are
infinitely many y, such that wxy E L(cInit(L)), therefore w E Anf(Init(L)). Hence
Init(Anf(L)) E Anf(Init(L)) holds.
(iii) Let w c, Anf(Init(L)) Then there are infinitely many y, such that wy E
Init(
Therefore there are infinitely many pairs y, z, such that wyz E L. Hence
w E Anf(L). Let M = {y : wy E L}. Then M and also Anf(M) are infinite (Theorem
2.2). For each y E Anf(M) there are infinitely many z, such that yz E A4 and
therefore wyz EL. Hence wy E Anf(L) for infinitely many y and so w E
Anf(Anf(L)). Hence Anf(Init(L)) c Anf(Anf(L)) holds.
(iv) Let w E Anf(Anf(L)). Then there are infinitely many pairs y, z, such that
wyz E L and therefore is w E Anf(L). Hence Anf(Anf(L))s Anf(L), which
completes the proof.
Finally those languages are characterized, which can occur as images under Anf.
Theorem 2.15. For given L there exists a L’ such that L = Anf(L’) if and only if (i)
and (ii) hold:
(i) Init(L)c, L,
(ii) b;‘oreach w c L there is a x # e, such that wx E L.
Proof. First L is assumed to have properties (i) and (ii), and L = Anf(L j is shown:
Let w E L, then, by (ii), there is a x1 # E, such that wxl E L, then again by (ii), there
is a x2 f B, such that wxlx2 E L and so on. Therefore {wxl, ~1x2, wxlx&, . . . } C L
and so w E Anf(L).
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Let conversely be w E Anf(L). Then there are infinitely many y, such that wy E L.
Then w E Init
and by (i), w E L.
Now, L = Anf(L’) is assumed. As knit(L) = Init(Anf(L’)) = Anf(L’) = L, (i) holds
for L.
Let w E L. As L = Anf(L’) = Anf(Aarf(L’)), there are infinitely many y, such that
W/Y
E Anf(L’). Therefore there is at least one y # e, such that wy E Anf(L’)= L and
so (ii) holds.

3. Families of languages and Anf
First, it will be shown, that the family of the regular languages and the family of
the contextfree languages are closed under Anf; next, that the family of the
contextsensitive languages and the family of the recursively enumerable languages
are not closed under Anf.
Theorem 3.1. If L is regular, -en Anf(L) is regular.
Proof. Let M = (K, C, S, qot 2’) be a finite automaton, such that T(M) = L. Let
lM1= (K, 2, 6, qo, &) where Fi = (4 E K: there are infinitely many x E S”, such that
S(q, x)E F1.
Then w E T(Mi) holds if and only if S(qO, W)E F1. This is equivalent with the fact,
that there are infinitely many X,such that 6(S(q0, w), X)E I;I i.e. wx E T(M) = L, and
that means w E Anf(L).
From this it follows, that T(k&) = Anf(L), and therefore Anf(L) is regular.
As the question, whether a gi\ren finite automaton accepts infinitely many words,
is decidable, ror each M a finite automaton Ml, such that T(Mi) = Anf(T(M)), can
be effectively constructed.

Corollary 3 2. Let L c C* be a regular language and M a finite automaton, which
accepts L.
Then Anf(L) = C* holds if and c,nly if Mcontains no trap. (A trap is a state (I, such
that there is no .r E X*, for which &(q. x) E F.)

Proof. For M let be M1 constructed as in the proof of Theorem 3.1.
If there would be a trap 4 iii M, then for all x S(q, x) B F would hold, and
therefore @ Fi. Let w be a word such that S(qo, w)= 4. Then w ri T(Mr)= Anf(L)
and hence Anf(L)#.Z* holds.
Conversely it is assumed, that Anf(L) f C*. Then there exists a word w, such that
wE!A&(L), i.e. S(qO, w)& Ft. Therefore there are only finitely many X, such that
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S@(qo, w), X)E R Let y be a word which is longer than the longest of these words x.
Then S@(qo, WY),r)& F for all z and therefore s(qa, wy) is a trap.
3.3. If L is contextfree, then Anf(L) is contextfrec.
Proof. Let be 6; = (Crz,Z, P, S) a contextfree grammar in Ckeibach-normalform,
such that L(G)= L.
Let L’ = {a E (# us)*: S 3 a}. Then L’ is contextfree, Furthermore let be @’=
{A E @: there exist infinitely Lmanywords x, such that A & x}.
Then w E Anf(L) holds if and only if there is a word w&in L’, such that there is a
nonterminal in /3, which is also in @‘.
Therefore the set L’ n C*@*@‘@* contains a word of the form wp if and only if
w E Anf(L) holds.
Now the homomorphism h : (@ u t”)* + C* is defined by h(a) = a, a E C and
h(A) = &,A e @, then h(L’nC*@*@‘@*)=
Anf(L) and thus Anf(L) is contextfree.
As the question, whether a given contextfree grammar generates an infinite
language is decidable, for each contextfree grammar G a contextfree grammar Gt,
for which L(Gl) = Anf(E(G)) can be effectively constructed.
If L s C* is contextfree but not regular and ce C, then Lc* is also contextfree,
and from Example 2.7 it follows that Anf(Lc*)nZ*c
= Lc. This language is
contextfree but not regular. Therefore Anf(L) is for given contextfree L not
necessarily regular.
Theorem 3.4. Thefamily of contextsensitive languages is not closed under Anf.
Proof. Let T = (K, ;53,
r, 6, qo, F) be a Turing-machine, which accepts a language L,
such that C * - L is not contextsensitive (such a language does exist). Without loss of
generality it can be assumed that S(q, G) is not: defined iff 4 E F (T halts on a word
w, iff wEL).
Let L~={$al$*~~$a,$$:n~i
and there is a WEC”, such that a!l=qow,
(Ygk Oi+i(l g i s n - 1)) ($f+ r).
Then $qow$ E Anf(Li) iff w g L.
Therefore Anf(Ll)n $qoC*$ = $qo(c” - L)$ and Anf(L1) is not contextsensitive.
It remains to show that L1 is contextsensitive:
Let G=({S,S1,T,T’,LJ}~{Tx:X~lbK}~{X’:X~~~K},
lbKu($),
P,
S), where P contains the following rules (for all a E C; X, Y F,r u K; p, q E K ; C, D,
Ed):
(1) s+$qos*, Si-,U&, s1+ LB;
(2) L/$4%‘, W$+T$$;
(3) X’T + TX’, XT + X’Tx, $T + $T’, TxY + YTx, Tx$ -3rT$X, T’X’ --,XT’,
T’$+$U;
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(4) uc+c”u;
(5) UqC + DpU if S(q, C) = (p, D, R), Uq$ +Dpu$
if S(q, b)= (P, D9 R),
EUqC+pEDU
if S(q, C)=(p, D,L), EUq$+pEDU$
if 6(q,b)=(p,D,L),
$UqC + $pbDU if S(q, c j = (p, D, L), $Uq$ + $pbDU$ if S(q, b) = (p, D, L).
Then G is contextsensitive and generates L1 as follows:
(i) By rules (1) all derivations S & $qOwU$, w E Z* are possible. Applying
u$+ $$ to $qowU$, $qow$$ = $d$ E Li can be derived.
(ii) Suppose there is a derivation S + $ari$ . $a,U$. Then there are two
possibilities:
(a) U$ + $$ leads to $cyi$ * $a,$$ ELI.
(b) U$ + 7’$$
leads to $cyl$
$a,T$$
from which, using rules (3)
$~,$Ucw,$ is obtained.
$a!l$
If cy”= uqs and qH, then there is a unique configuration an+1 such that
LY,,
I-cY,+~ and rules (4), (5) guarantee
that
Ua, &x,++JJ.
Hence
$Iy*$ ’ $LY,$‘~~+~ U$ is obtained.
If a, = uqt, and q EF then b(q, C) is not defined and no word consisting only of
terminals can be obtained.
l

l

l

l

l

l

l

l

l

l

l

l

Corollapgr 3.5. The family of recursivelyenumerable languages is not closed under
Anf.
Proof. Choosing T as in Theorem 3.4, but so that C* - L is not recursively
enumerable (such a language exists), the statement is obtained.
There are also contextsensitive (recursively enumerable) languages, such that
Anf(L) is contextsensitive but not contextfree (recursively enumerlblc but not
contextsensitive). (For this see Example 2.7.)
In Theorem 2.15 a criterion, when a language can be an image under Anf, is
given. Yet this condition need not hold for arbitrary languages. Therefore the
inclusion 2 E Anf@) cannot be expected for an arbitrary family of languages. But a
result in this direction is:
Theorem 3.6. For all families of languages 2 I! G R(Anf(R(!!))) holds, where for
given S’ g(P) is the smalles bfamily of languages containing %!’and being closed
under homomorphism,concatenationwithregular sets and intersectionwithregular
sets.
Proof. Let L E 2, L c X*, ce C. Then Lc* E R(Q), Anf(Lc*) nC*c = L+c (see for this
Example 2.7), and therefore L E g(Anf(z(e))). (L = h(Lc), where the homomorphism h is defined by h(a) = a, a E E, h(c) = E).
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4. A generalization of
Throughout the rest of this paper C denotes a fixed alphabet.
If U denotes the set of all infinite languages, Anf(L) can be redefined as follows:
Anf(L) = {x: x\L E U}.
This representation causes the following generalization of Anf:
Definition 4.1. For each set S? of languages over C the operator Anfe
Q(S*)
is defined as follows:

: ‘$(Z*)

+

Anfg(L) = {x E C*: x\L E I!}.
Remark. In language theory a family V of languages is never empty. In this paper it
is convenient to allow 2 to be empty. Therefore in Definition 4.1 “set” is used
instead of “family”.
As mentioned above, Anfn = Anf holds.
It is possible to represent some other language operators as Anfe; this is shown in
the following theorems.
bmma 4.2. Anfg(L) = [Anfvc(L)r. (L” (I!‘) means complementation with respect to
c” (WW).)
Proof. w E Anf%(L) holds
w &Anfgc(L).

iff w\L E 2,

Theorem 4.3. There are &, &,

sucJ2

i.e.

w\L@ 2’. This

is equivalent

to

that for all L Anfr,(L) = 0 and An&(L) = L.

Proof. Let &=8. Then there is no w such that w\L ~0. Let 22 = {L,c C*: E E L}.
Then w\L E 22 is equivalent to w E L, and thus Anfz,(L) = (w : w\L E &} =
{w: weL}=L.
.
Corollary 4.4. There are 23, &, such thatfor all L Anfg,(L) = C* and Anfg,(L) =
LC.
Proof. Let & = Qf and &= Zg (21, & from Theorem 4.3). Then the statement
follows from Lemma 4.2.
The following theorem shows that L -0
mappings that can be represented as Anfv.

and L-E*

are the only constant

Let A be a language, such that 0 s A 5 C*. Then there is no 52such
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Proof. It is assumed that the contrary holds. As 8s; A s 2*, there are x, y, such
that x E A and yti A. Let L be an arbitrary language. As x E A = Anf&), it follows
that x\L E 2. Then y\(y(x\L))= (x\L)E 2 and therefore y E AnfQ(y(x\L))= A,
which is a contradiction.
It is also possible to represent Init as Anfz.
Theorem 4.6. Anfvrz*,-&L) = Init(
Psvof. x c Init
holds iff x\L # 8. This is equivalent to x\L E \p(Z*)-0)
to x E Anf~(~*~.+~(L).

and this

The following theorem shows that beside of the the language operators above,
there is a non countable set of operators of the form AnfQ.
Theorem 8.7. If 21 f 22, then there is a L, such that AnfQ,(L) # AnfV,(L).
Proof. Let %I# 22 and without loss of generality it is assumed that there is a L such
that L E 21 and L& &. Then E E Anf%,(L) but E&Anfs,(L). (This holds as E\L =
L E & and e\L = L& 22.)
The
Anf(Lr)n
arbitrary
relations

relations
Anf(L1 u Lz)= Anf(Lr)uAnf(Lz)
and
Anf(Lr A Lz)c
Anf(Lz) which are valid for Anf cannot be generalized to Anfv for
sets 2. Yet it is possible to characterize those sets g, for which these
are valid.

Lemma 4.8. For all LI, Lz A -;fz(Ll v L2) 2 Anfg(L r )u Anf%(Lz) holds iff I! has the
fo#o wing property :
IfAeQ andAGB, then BcU.
Proof. It is assumed that 2 ht s the given property. Let x c Anfu(Lr) (Anfg(Lr)),
i.e. x\Ll E 2 (x\Lt E X!). Then also x\Lr ux\Lz = x\(Ll u Lz) E L) and therefore
x E Anfg(L1 u Lz). Hence Anfg:‘Lr) u Anfl,(Lz) G Anfr(LI u Lr).
To show the converse ltt A (=&\A)E~,
A G B. Then E ~Anf%(A)s
Anfti(A)u Anfr(B)c AnQ(A ‘3 B) = Anfv(B) and thus c\B = B E 2.
Lemma 4.9. For a/f L1, Lz Arlf 2b,L1n Lz) G Anfr(L r ) n Anfv(Lz) holds iff I! has the
folio wing property :
IfA&
andAcB,
then B&
roof. It is assumed that 2 has the given property: If x E Anfe(Li nLz), then
x\(Ll n Lz) = (x\Ll) n (x\&) E V!.Therefore all sets containing (x\Lt) n (x\L2) as a
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subset are in 9. Especially x\L&
and x\&E~ holds. and thus x E Anfe(
Anfx(La).
Conversely it is assumed that Anfr( L1 n L2) c Anf&J n Anfe(L2) is always valid.
Let A E S and A s B. Then E E Anfe(A) = Anfu(A n B)c Anfg(A) n Anfz(B) c_
Anfu(B) and thus B E E.
CoroPary 4.10. The followingtwoproperties are equivalent:
(i) for all L1, L2 Anfti& u L2) 2 Anfr(L1) u AnfQ(Lz),
(ii) for all L1, L2 AnfQ(L1n L2) IEAnfr(L1) n AnfQ(Lz).

Proof. The condition for % in Lemma 4.8 is the same as the second condition in
Lemma 4.9.

Lemma 4.11. For all L1, LZ Anf%(Ll u Lz) c_Anfr(L1) u Anfr(L2) holds iff g has
the following property :

IfAuBES

thenAESorB&.

Proof. It is assumed that 2 has the given property. x E Anfs(L1 u L2) iff x\L1 u
x\Lps g. Then x\Li E 2 or x\L~E S and therefore x E Anfz(LI)u Anfs(L*).
To show the converse let A u B E 2. Then e E Anfg(A u B)c Anfg(A)u
Anf%(B). Therefore A E S or B E 2 must hold.
Lemma 4.12. For a!1L1, Lz Anfr(L1 n Lz) 2 AnfV(L1) n AnfV(Lz) holds iff 52has
the followingproperty:
IfA&andBES,
thenAnB&.

Proof. First,

it is assumed, that k? has the given property.
If x E
Anfs(Ll)n Anfg(Lz), then x\Ll ES and x\L~E S, therefore (x\Ll)n (x\Lz)=
x\(L1n L~)E 2 and thus x E Anfz(L1 n Lz).
Conversely, Anfg(L1 n L2) 2 Anfr(L1) n Anfs(Lz) is assumed to hold. Let A E 2
andBE~.Then&EAnfi,(A)nAnf~(B)cAnf~(AnB),andthusAnBE~.
4.13.

For

all L,, Lz

Anfv(L1 u L,) = Anfr(L1) u Anfv(L2) holds iff 52has

the following two properties :

(i) IfAuB&,
then A&
orBEg
(ii) If A E S and A G B, then B G S!.

Proof. Lemmata 4.8 and 4.11.
Theorem 4.14. For all L1, L2

Anfr(LI n Lz) = Anfti(L1) n AnML2) holds iff S has

the following two properties :

(i) IfAESandBES,
(ii) If A E q and A c

thenAnB&
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Proof. Lemmata 4.9 and 4.12.
For arbitrary g Anfg need not be idempotent. However, the following theorem
holds:
Tkorem 4.15. Anfu(Anfu(L)) = Anfs(L) holds for all L iff 2 has the following
property:

Proof. First it will be showxa, that for arbitrary 2, x, L Anf&\L)= x\Anfg(L)
holds.
Let w E Anf&\L). This is equivalent to w\(x\L)= (xw)\LES and this yields
xw E Anfs(L). But this is equivaient to w E x\Anfs(L).
2 is assumed to have the given property. x E Anfv(Anfv(L)) means x\Anfu(L) E
S, which is equivalent to Anf&\L)E I? as shown above. Therefore x\L E S, i.e.
x E Anf%(L).
Conversely it is assumed that Anfu(Anfz(L)) = Anfg(L) is always true. A E S
holds iff e E Anfs(A) = Anfg(Anfs(A)). This is equivalent to Anfu(A)E 2.
The idempotency
Theorem 2.2.

law for Anf (of Chapter 2) therefore follows dir&:y

from

The following theorem can be regarded as a generalization of Theorem 2.1 i.
Theorem 4.16. S is assumed to have the following properties:
(ij 06S,
(ii) If A E S and B # 0, then AB E S and BA E S,
(iii) If AB ES and Be S, then A ES,
(iv) IfAwBd?,
thenA&orBES,
(v) IfAESandAcB,then
Then for all L1, Lz, L2 #0

B&.

Init(Ll)uL1 Anfg(Lz)

ifL2~ S,

Anfti(L1)

if Lzi?!S.

Anfz(LlL2) =

Proof. The cases Lz E X!and Lz E!S are distinguished.
(a) Lz c S. Let w E AnfU(LJ.z). Then
w\(L1L2)=(w\L1)L2u

u
(V\LZkL).
w=uu
ucL1

u L1 AnfQ(L2). If w lifIait(Li), then w\Ll = 0. By (i)
Uw=uv;us~l(~\L2)f 0 and, by (iv), theae is a v, such that w = uv, u E L1, V\LZES.
Therefore u E Anfji(L2) and w = uv E LI AnfL’(L2).
If w E Init(

then w E Init
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Hence Anfu(LlL2)E Init(L& L1 Anfg(L2).
Conversely, let w E Init(Ll)u L1 Anfz(L2).
If w E Init(
then w\Li # 4) and, as L2 E 2 and (ii) holds, (w \L1)L2 E 2. As
(w\Li)L2~ w\(LiL2), by (v), w\(LlL2)~ 2 and therefore w E Anfv(L1L2).
If w eL1 Anfg(L2), then w =uv, u EL 1, v E Anfg(L2), therefore v\L2&. As
v\L2 s (uv)\(LiL2), by (v). (uv)\(LiL2)~ 2 and so uv = w E Anfz(L1L2).
Hence Init(L 1)u L 1 Anfs(L2) s Anfg(L 1L2).
(b) L2 &2. Let w E AnfQ(LlL2). Then
w\(L1L2)= (w\L*)Lzu

u (V\L2)6 g!.
w-uu
UELI

If v\Lps 2 would hold, then, by (ii) v(v\L2)~ S and, as L2 2 v(v\Lz), by (v) LYE g,
which is excluded. Therefore, by (iv), (w\Ll)L2 E 2. As L2 E 2 and (iii) hoids,
w\Ll E I?, and therefore w E Anfz(Li).
Hence Anfr(LiL2)E Anfv(Ll).
Conversely, let w ~Anfs(L1). Then w\Ll E 2 and, by (ii), (w\L*)L~E Z. As
(w\Li)L2c w\(LlLz) and (v) holds, w\(LlL2)~ 2, therefore w E Anfr(LlL2).
Hence Anfv(L i) s Anfg(L 1L2).
It should be noted, that the family U of all infinite sets has properties (i)-(v).
Therefore the property of Anf, stated in Theorem 2.11, is an immediate
consequence of Theorem 4.16.
The necessity of properties (i), (ii) and (iii) of 2 in Theorem 4.16 is shown in the
following theorem:
Theorem 4.17. For UNL1, L2, L2 # 0 let
Init(L&
Anfu(LiL2)=
Anfti(L 1)

L1 Anfr(L2)

if Lgz S,
ifL&!.

Then 2 has the folbwing properties:
(i) 0tEe,
(ii) If A E 2 and B # 0, then BA E E and AB E 2,
(iii) If AB ES and Bti S, then A E I!.
Proof, First ti # (0) is shown. Assuming the contrary, because of {a} B %,
Anf{ti}(M) = An&& ){a 1) = Anf{f& }) would hold. As ~1E Anf,0,({&}), but
Qti Anf&{a}), 9 = {@}is not possible.
Would 2 contain 0 and a L # 0, then Anf@L) = Init(0)u OAnfQ(L) would hold.
As AnfQ(flL) = Anf&@ = X*, but Init(0) u 0 Anf&) = 8, this is impossible.
Hence 0& k! and so (i) holds.
Let A E 2 and B # 0. Then Anf&(BA) = Init(B)u B Anfg(A). As B Z 0, E E
Init(
Anfg(BA) and therefore E\(BA) = BA E 2.
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If B E 2, then AB E S?by a similar argument.
If B& 2, then Anfr(AB) = Anfg(A) and therefore E E AnfV(A) E AnfE(AB) and
so ABE&

Hence (ii) holds.
Let AB E 2 and BE! 2. Then AnfQ(AB)= AnfQ(A). As E E Anfv(AB&
A E Z!. Hence (iii) holds.

AnfU(A),

For certain sets 2, the languages L, for which AnfQ(L) # 8 holds, can be characterized:
Theoresi 4.18. The following two conditions are equioalent:
(1) If w\A E %, then A E S,
(2) Anfv(L)f 8 i’L E 2.
Proof. Let (1) be valid. If Anfg(A)# 8, then there is a w, such that w\A E %. By (l),
A E 2. Let conversely by A E 2. Then e E Anfg(A) and therefore Anf%(A)# 0.

Hence (2) holds.
Let (2) be valid and w\A E Z!. Then w E Anfr(A) and therefore Anfr(A)#
(2) is A E 2 and so (1) holds.

0. By

Remark. (1) holds especially if (ii) and (v) of Theorem 4.16 hold.

The following theorem shows, that the family of all regular languages is closed
under Anfg for arbitrxy 2.
Theorem 4.19. For all 2 the following holds:
If L is regular, then An fv(L) is regular.
Proof. Let M = (K, C, S, qo, F) be a finite automaton accepting L and Mi =
(K, C, 8, qo, F), where Fl = {q E K: {x E C*: S(q, x) E F}E %},
Then w E T(M1) iff rS!&, W)E F1, that means (x’:‘6(6(qo, w), X)E F} =
{x: wx EL} = w\L E S. Eknce w E AnfQ(L).

If L is non regular, then, for suitable 2, Anfu(L) can be any arbitrary language.
This is shown in the following theorems.
Theorem 4.20. Let L E C*. Then for all L1 G C* there is a set 2 E 13(X”) such that
AnfV(L) = L1 if and only if each class in S*/ ‘il consists of a single word.
Proof. Let each class of X*/ r consist of a single woid. Then for x # y there is
always a z, such that (without loss of generality) xz E L and yz& L. Therefore
x\L # y\L iff x # y. For given L+ let S = ix\!&. x E L1). Then x E Anfg(L) iff x\L E 2,
that means A:E L1. ence AnfV(L) = L1.
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Let conversely be assumed that a class of Z*/ r contains more than one word,
that means that there are X, y, x Z y, but xi:y. Then x\L = y\L and for ali ti!, for
which x E Anfu(L) holds also y E Anfg(L). Hence there is no k?,such that AnfQ(L)=
x,
11
Corollary 4.21. L*etS = {a}. Then there is a contextsensitive language L ES*, such
that for all L1 G C* :I%ere
is a 2, such that Anfr(L)= L1.
Proof. Let L = {a2n : n 3 0). Then L is contextsensitive and for i Z j is a a’ z u’.
Therefore each class of X*/ z consists of a single word and Theorem 4.17 can be
applied.
Corollary 4.22. Let \r;‘la 2. Then there is a contextfree language L s C*, such that
for all L1 ES* there is a S, such that Anft,(L)= L1.
Proof. Let L={wwR: w E 2”). Then L is contextfree
consist of single words.
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